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Using time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, we study the role of amplitude and phase fluc-
tuations in the recovery of charge and spin stripe phases in response to a pump pulse that melts
the orders. For parameters relevant to the case where charge order precedes spin order thermody-
namically, amplitude recovery governs the initial time scales, while phase recovery controls behavior
at longer times. In addition to these intrinsic effects, there is a longer spin re-orientation time
scale related to the scattering geometry that dominates the recovery of the spin phase. Coupling
between the charge and spin orders locks the amplitude and similarly the phase recovery, reducing
the number of distinct time scales. Our results well reproduce the major experimental features of
pump-probe x-ray diffraction measurements on the striped nickelate La1.75Sr0.25NiO4. They high-
light the main idea of this work, which is the use of time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory to
study systems with multiple coexisting order parameters.
PACS numbers: 75.25.Dk, 78.20.Bh, 78.47.je, 78.70.Ck
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly correlated transition-metal oxides show a va-
riety of ordered phases, including charge density waves
(CDW), spin density waves (SDW), and superconductiv-
ity, that interact to suppress or enhance one another.1 For
example, in the cuprate high temperature superconduc-
tors, superconductivity competes with the charge-stripe
state for carriers,2 as well as with the pseudogap for
quasiparticles.3 In the pseudogap regime itself, resonant
inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), angle-resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) measurements have found evidence
for charge ordering.4–8 Unraveling the interplay between
these different orders could hold the key to understanding
cuprate superconductivity.
Time-resolved pump-probe x-ray diffraction experi-
ments at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) pro-
vide a new tool for studying how different ordered phases
interact. Excitations that are strongly coupled in equilib-
rium can be disentangled in the time domain, leading to
new understanding of their behavior. Because the Bragg
intensity is related to both the orders’ amplitudes and
phases, dynamical information also allows separation of
their behavior. Disentangling these components offers
insight into whether amplitude or phase fluctuations de-
termine the strength of the order at a given time, as well
as how strong coupling affects the system.
These experimental advances highlight the importance
of developing a theoretical framework to analyze and in-
terpret the experimental results. One useful phenomeno-
logical description of these systems is the versatile time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory, which in principle
can be applied to any coexisting or competing symmetry-
broken states. With an appropriate formulation of the
order parameters, the theory can treat interactions be-
tween a wide range of phases. Not only has it been
used to model density waves, but Ginzburg-Landau the-
ory is also used to study two-band superconductivity
and U(1) × U(1) systems.9,10 In addition to capturing
equilibrium behavior, it describes time dynamics to elu-
cidate the effects of coupling strength between various
orders, such as CDWs and superconductivity, or CDWs
and SDWs in the charge-stripe state. In order to elab-
orate on the specifics of these ideas, we choose to study
systems with coupled charge and spin orders, which pro-
vide a connection to existing experimental efforts.
Time evolution of the order parameters calculated from
the theory can be connected to experimental measure-
ments of Bragg intensity, leading to greater understand-
ing of how different components of phases interact. In
analogy with the atomic Bragg diffraction peaks, Bragg
intensity of the ordered phases (example images shown
in Fig. 1a and 1b) can be modeled in terms of each
order’s amplitude and electronic phase (its location with
respect to the superlattice11). It is directly related to the
squared amplitudes, but decreased by phase fluctuations,
or phasons, via a Debye-Waller-like factor (Fig. 1c).12
Thus, in conjunction with experiments, time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau theory provides insights into how fluc-
tuations of the amplitudes and phases govern the system
out of equilibrium.
One specific application of this theory is to CDW and
SDW ordering in the nickelates,13–17 materials which are
structurally similar to the cuprates and hence provide a
useful model system to study interactions between these
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2FIG. 1: The experimental spin order Bragg intensity peak a)
in equilibrium and b) after the pump pulse has melted the or-
der. The horizontal axis θpi is parallel to the scattering plane,
while the vertical axis θσ is perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Panel c) shows a cartoon of how phase oscillations
affect Bragg intensity, in analogy with phonons.
two phases. In equilibrium, conventional CDWs may
be driven by Fermi surface nesting,18 by strong cou-
pling to phonons, or from an inherent instability to-
wards phase separation driven by strong Coulomb inter-
actions. Most likely, the CDWs seen in the cuprates and
nickelates arise due to a combination of strong coupling
via both the Couloumb interaction and coupling to the
lattice when holes are doped into an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) parent compound: the system phase-separates
into stripes of AFM domains and of greater hole den-
sity to decrease the energy penalty from breaking AFM
spin interactions.19–23 This charge order is known to be
strongly coupled to phonon modes.24,25 Strong coupling
is indicated from the ratio between the CDW gap at zero
temperature, ∆CDW , and that at TCDW (the critical
temperature), whose measured values are 5 to 8 times
larger than the weak coupling value (3.52).26 Since the
charge-stripe state is known to interact with supercon-
ductivity in the cuprates, understanding how charge and
spin orders are coupled in the nickelates may ultimately
elucidate how coupling affects the critical temperature
for the superconducting-normal state transition.
In particular, the striped nickelate La1.75Sr0.25NiO4
has demonstrated interesting cooperative dynamics be-
tween charge and spin order.27,28 After photo-excitation
by a pump laser, the recovery of charge and spin order’s
Bragg intensities each exhibits two time scales. Naively,
one might expect charge and spin order to have differ-
ent characteristic time scales, since their intrinsic energy
scales differ by at least an order of magnitude.29–31 How-
ever, the faster time scales of charge and spin order over-
lap. In addition, their slow time dynamics differ by an
order of magnitude, with the spin order Bragg diffraction
intensity reaching a pseudo-metastable state within the
experimental window.
These experimental observations highlight the need for
further theoretical understanding. In this paper, we ap-
ply the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory to sys-
tems with collinear, coupled charge and spin order. Sec-
tion II explores the equilibrium features of the model,
including the phase diagram. Section III discusses its
behavior in the time domain using Gross-Pitaevskii-type
equations of motion. Section IV applies the model to the
case of La1.75Sr0.25NiO4, demonstrating that it captures
major features seen in the experiments and leading to
the conclusion that the amplitude determines order pa-
rameter strength on fast time scales, whereas the phase
controls behavior on longer time scales in charge-stripe
ordered nickelates. Finally, Section V summarizes our
main findings with additional concluding remarks.
II. EQUILIBRIUM
The equilibrium behavior of a system with collinear
stripe order can be described by the Ginzburg-Landau
free energy. We start with a free energy for a spatially
varying scalar field (ρ) that describes charge order and a
vector field (~S) that describes spin order:32
F (ρ, ~S, θ, φ) =
1
2
r˜ρ|ρ|2 + |ρ|4 + 1
2
r˜s|~S|2 + |~S|4
+λ[(~S · ~S)ρ∗ + h.c.]
+Kρ(~∇ρ∗) · (~∇ρ) +Ks(~∇|~S|∗) · (~∇|~S|), (1)
where r˜ρ and r˜s are temperature-dependent coefficients
setting the bare transition temperatures. Close to the
transition temperature, their form is given by:
r˜ρ,s = αρ,s
T − Tρ,s
Tρ,s
, (2)
where Tρ and Ts are the critical temperatures for charge
and spin order, respectively, αρ and αs control the fre-
quency of vibrations if the system is perturbed, and
λ[(~S · ~S)ρ∗ + h.c.] is the lowest-order term that describes
coupling between spin and charge. Higher-order terms
such as |~S|2ρ2 that describe coupling between charge and
spin order can be dropped as they do not lead to quali-
tatively different behavior. It will be shown below that
Kρ and Ks are irrelevant in equilibrium.
The free energy can be simplified by re-expressing
the order parameters in terms of their magnitudes and
phases:
ρ = |ρ|ei(~Qρ·~r+θ˜),
~S = |S|ei(~Qs·~r+φ˜)mˆ. (3)
3Here ~Qρ and ~Qs are the momentum-space ordering vec-
tors, θ˜ and φ˜ are the phases, and mˆ describes the pre-
ferred spin alignment direction. The phases can be fur-
ther expressed as a sum of modes with different momenta:
θ˜ =
∑
q
θqe
i~q·~r,
φ˜ =
∑
q
φqe
i~q·~r, (4)
an expansion that becomes relevant when the system
is excited by a pump pulse, as is the case in the time-
resolved pump-probe experiments.12
The sign of the coupling term can be determined by
examining the order parameters in real space:32
ρ(~r) ∝ |ρ| cos ( ~Qρ · ~r − η),
~S(~r)ei
~Qs·~r ∝ |~S|mˆ cos ( ~Qs · ~r), (5)
where η is the relative phase between the two orders.
Using these expressions and minimizing the free energy
shows that if the coupling term is negative, a minimum
occurs at η = pi, whereas if the coupling term is positive,
the minimum occurs at η = 0. Since doping is known
to induce phase-separation into hole-rich stripes (where
the CDW has its maximum) and antiferromagnetically
ordered stripes (where the SDW has its maximum) in
the nickelates and other correlated transition-metal ox-
ides, the charge and spin order must have a relative pi
phase shift.32 Thus the coupling term is negative and
stronger coupling between charge and spin order stabi-
lizes the stripe phase.
The gradient term simplifies to:
(~∇ρ∗) · (~∇ρ) = (~∇|ρ|)2 + |ρ|2| ~Qρ|2
+|ρ|2
∑
q
|~q|2|θq|2, (6)
and similarly for spin. Assuming that the magnitudes of
the order parameters are spatially invariant for systems
of interest, such as the nickelates,27 the (~∇|ρ|)2 term van-
ishes, and the second term can be combined with the r˜ρ
term, such that rρ = r˜ρ+ | ~Qρ|2. In equilibrium, intuition
dictates that the real-space phases are fixed and defined
to be 0, making the phase diagram invariant with respect
to the final term. These terms for both the charge and
spin orders would in principle impose an energy penalty
on phase fluctuations, which are neglected in equilibrium.
Finally the equilibrium free energy for the striped sys-
tem can be written as
F (|ρ|, |S|, θ, φ) = 1
2
rρ|ρ|2 + |ρ|4 + 1
2
rs|S|2 + |S|4
−2λ|S|2|ρ|, (7)
FIG. 2: a) Equilibrium phase diagram determined by rρ/λ
2
and rs/λ
2, with the first order transitions indicated by a
dashed line and second order transitions marked by solid lines.
b) The phase diagram of charge order (CO) and spin order
(SO) versus temperature, demonstrating second-order phase
transitions and the stabilization of spin order via coupling to
charge order, for representative parameters. The uncoupled
spin order critical temperature Ts,0 is increased significantly
when the order parameters are coupled. However, Tρ,0 does
not change noticeably, indicating that charge order is the more
thermodynamically stable state. All order parameter values
are normalized to the value of CO at T = 0, with coupling.
In addition, it can be seen that the coupling term is only
allowed by symmetry when ~Qρ = 2 ~Qs, enforcing a 2 :
1 relationship between the charge and spin momentum
space vectors that is indeed seen in materials such as the
nickelates and cuprates.
Fig. 2a shows a generic phase diagram for this free
energy, illustrating how rρ and rs, normalized by λ
2, de-
termine the phase of the system. There is a first order
transition (dashed line) between the paramagnetic (PM)
phase and SDW phase, which extends over the second
and third quadrants, as well as parts of the first and
fourth. The CDW phase exists in the fourth quadrant
and is separated from the SDW phase by either a first
4order transition (dashed line) or second order transition
(solid line). The SDW phase exhibits charge ordering in
addition to spin ordering.32,33
Focusing on regions of the phase diagram where the
CDW-SDW transition is second order, Fig. 2b shows the
temperature dependence of the charge and spin order pa-
rameters for representative values of rρ and rs. Coupling
the orders significantly increases the spin order critical
temperature from Ts,0 to Ts, as well as the value of the
order parameter itself, indicating that it becomes more
stable. Meanwhile, neither the critical temperature nor
the order parameter of charge order changes noticeably
when the orders are coupled. This behavior is consistent
with charge order being more thermodynamically stable,
which is known to be the case in the nickelates.34
III. TIME EVOLUTION
The time evolution of the charge and spin order pa-
rameters can be determined from Gross-Pitaevskii-type
equations of motion35 derived from the Lagrangian of the
system. The order parameters’ kinetic energy is writ-
ten as ρ˙2 + S˙2 = |ρ˙|2 + |S˙|2 + |ρ|2θ˙2 + |S|2φ˙2, and the
Lagrangian is found by subtracting the free energy F
from the kinetic energy. When the system is driven out
of equilibrium, the phase fluctuations play a role in the
dynamics, so the free energy in Eq. 7 must be modi-
fied. Depending on its energy, the pump excites certain
phase modes. For example, if an optical pump laser is
used, only low-momentum phase modes are excited, and
their behavior can be described by an effective phason
for charge order (θ) and spin order (φ). The coupling
term then becomes −2λ|S|2|ρ| cos (2φ− θ). In addition,
the final term from the gradient (see Eq. 6) is included
as Kθ|ρ|2θ2+Kφ|S|2φ2, where the factor of |~q|2 has been
absorbed into the coefficients. (In cases where the ampli-
tudes are perturbed only slightly from equilibrium, these
terms can be further approximated as K
′
θθ
2 +K
′
φφ
2.)
To account for energy loss, the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions of motion are supplemented with phenomenological
damping terms proportional to the first derivatives of the
order parameters. Incorporating these effects, the behav-
ior of the system is described by the equations of motion:
¨|ρ| = |ρ|θ˙2 − 1
2
rρ|ρ| − 2|ρ|3
+λ|S|2 cos (2φ− θ)− 2Kθ|ρ|θ2 − γρ ˙|ρ|,
¨|S| = |S|φ˙2 − 1
2
rs|S| − 2|S|3
+2λ|S||ρ| cos (2φ− θ)− 2Kφ|S|φ2 − γS ˙|S|,
θ¨ = 2λ|S|2|ρ| sin (2φ− θ)− 2Kθ|ρ|2θ − γθ θ˙,
φ¨ = −4λ|S|2|ρ| sin (2φ− θ)− 2Kφ|S|2φ− γφφ˙. (8)
Solving these four coupled differential equations deter-
mines the time dependence of the order parameters.
Examining the amplitude fluctuations alone elucidates
their effect on the stability of the order. The dynamics
of the amplitude — via the amplitudons — are governed
by the equations:
¨|ρ| = −1
2
rρ|ρ| − 2|ρ|3 + λ|S|2 − γρ ˙|ρ|,
¨|S| = −1
2
rs|S| − 2|S|3 + 2λ|S||ρ| − γS ˙|S|. (9)
When the uncoupled and undamped order parameters
are perturbed slightly, |ρ| and |S| will oscillate with fre-
quencies proportional to
√|rρ| for charge order and√|rs|
for spin order. Coupling the two orders will increase the
amplitude oscillation frequency of both, although similar
to the equilibrium case, charge order is more robust than
spin order against amplitude fluctuations.
If the regime of interest involves longer time scales,
with the return to equilibrium dominated by lattice cou-
pling or spin-orbit effects, the second order derivatives in
the equations of motion can be dropped to focus on decay
at longer times. In this regime, small perturbations from
equilibrium decay according to the equations of motion:
0 = −1
2
rρ|ρ|+ λ|S|2 − γρ ˙|ρ|,
0 = −1
2
rs|S|+ 2λ|S||ρ| − γS ˙|S|. (10)
In the uncoupled case, λ = 0 and the exact decay time
scales are found (analytically) to be τρ = γρ/|rρ| and
τs = γs/|rs| for charge and spin order, respectively.
When the assumption of small perturbations is relaxed,
the cubic terms are restored to the equations of motion,
but the uncoupled case can still be solved analytically.
If the pump pulse initially suppresses the charge order
magnitude by an amount ∆ρ (not necessarily small), the
order recovers with a rate of
τρ =
2γρ
|rρ|
(
ln
[
1−∆ρ/e
1−∆ρ
]
− 1
2
ln
[
1− (1−∆ρ/e)2
1− (1−∆ρ)2
])
,
(11)
where e is the Euler constant. Similarly for spin order,
when the magnitude is suppressed by ∆S,
τs =
2γs
|rs|
(
ln
[
1−∆S/e
1−∆S
]
− 1
2
ln
[
1− (1−∆S/e)2
1− (1−∆S)2
])
.
(12)
The amplitude recovery time scales are proportional to
the damping strength γρ,s and inversely proportional to
the stability of the order |rρ,s|. This shows that the more
robust the order, the faster the amplitudons decay, so
that the system returns more quickly to equilibrium.
The role of phasons in the recovery process can also
be studied using Eq. (8), where the second derivative
5terms are again dropped to focus on recovery at longer
times. As discussed in Section II, the phase that enters
into the Ginzburg-Landau theory is an effective quan-
tity that encompasses the low energy phase modes ex-
cited by the optical pump laser. The phason dispersion
is gapless whereas that of amplitudons is gapped, so the
low energy phase modes considered here always have a
lower energy36 and hence govern behavior on longer time
scales than the amplitudons. Phason recovery also will be
slower than spin order amplitude recovery, since coupling
of spin order to the more robust charge order decreases
the spin order amplitude time scale.
To simulate time-resolved x-ray diffraction experi-
ments that probe the behavior of systems with collinear
charge and spin order, the amplitude and phase order
parameters must be related to the Bragg intensity. In
analogy with the Bragg peaks from a crystalline lattice,
the Bragg peaks of the charge and spin order superlat-
tices are proportional to the squared amplitude and a
Debye-Waller-like factor from the effective phase.12 Just
as incoherent motion of atoms about their equilibrium
lattice positions leads to a reduction of the measured in-
tensity, so fluctuations of the phase decrease the charge
and spin order Bragg intensity. Incorporating this effect,
the normalized Bragg intensities can be written in terms
of the order parameters as:
ICO =
|ρ|2
ρ20
e−θ
2
,
ISO =
|S|2
S20
e−φ
2
, (13)
where ρ0 and S0 are the equilibrium values.
A final effect on the measured Bragg intensity of spin
order only can come from the experimental scattering
geometry. Due to spin order’s vector nature, its intensity
can be modified by the factor:37
G = |(in × out) · mˆ|2, (14)
where in gives the polarization of the incoming probe
pulses, out gives the polarization of the diffracted light,
and mˆ is the direction of spin order. In pump-probe
experiments, the pump pulse perturbs the system and
rotates the spins away from their equilibrium orienta-
tion, changing G and affecting the measured intensity.
Since this effect occurs for vector order parameters only,
charge order is unaffected, but the expression for spin
order Bragg intensity should be modified to:
ISO =
|S|2
S20
e−φ
2
G (15)
where relevant. The time scale for G is related to the
spin order vector re-orientation and hence to spin-orbit
coupling.
As an interesting note, the pump pulse can in princi-
ple rotate the spins to a new orientation such that G is
either less or greater than it was in equilibrium. In the
former case, the spin order Bragg intensity will be sup-
pressed, and it will attain a metastable value less than
the equilibrium value. On the other hand, in the lat-
ter case, an enhancement of spin order Bragg intensity
should be observed, and it will recover to a metastable
value greater than its equilibrium value. However, exper-
iments typically optimize the geometry to maximize the
equilibrium Bragg intensity, so it is unlikely to see the
enhanced metastable state.
IV. APPLICATION TO STRIPED NICKELATE
The time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model of a
charge and spin striped system can be applied to the nick-
elate La1.75Sr0.25NiO4, with experimental considerations
guiding the choice of parameters. Optical conductivity
experiments have measured a charge transfer energy on
the order of 1 eV and a charge gap of 200 meV,29,30
whereas inelastic neutron scattering experiments have
found a spin superexchange energy of 10-30 meV and
a spin gap of 20 meV.31 Together, these results suggest
that charge order has an intrinsic energy scale that is at
least an order of magnitude greater than that of spin.
Using these considerations, we set rρ ∼ 10rs (rρ =
−105 and rs = −10). These values guarantee that the
phase transitions are second order, as is known in the
nickelates.14 In addition, it elucidates the behavior of
the system when charge order’s energy scale is an order
of magnitude stronger than spin’s in the absence of cou-
pling. As discussed already, the phase fluctuations have
low energy compared to the charge order amplitudons,
motivating the choice of Kθ = Kφ = 0.15 ∼ |rs|/100.
Since strong electron-lattice effects are important to
forming the striped state in the nickelates,38–40 charge
and spin order dissipate energy via the lattice, as cap-
tured by the damping terms in the equations of mo-
tion. Charge order couples directly to the lattice though
the Coulomb interaction, whereas spins couple only
indirectly,41 so charge order has a stronger relaxation
pathway and γρ > γs. The low-energy phase fluctuations
have a correspondingly long time scale, so phase recovery
is chosen to take at least an order of magnitude longer
than amplitude recovery in the uncoupled case. The
damping factors are selected such that γθ = γφ ∼ 10γρ
(γρ = 150, γs = 50, γθ = γφ = 1000). With these pa-
rameters, the uncoupled amplitude decay time scale for
charge order is a few times that of spin order, highlighting
the effect of coupling on the time scales.
The model can be tested for different strengths of the
pump pulse that melts the order. For weak pump fluence,
the initial conditions are perturbed slightly from equilib-
rium to be |ρ(0)| = 0.8ρ0 and |S(0)| = 0.9S0, where ρ0
and S0 are the equilibrium values. The ratio of the phases
is assumed to remain close to the 2 : 1 equilibrium ratio
6(θ(0) = 0.45 rad and φ(0) = 0.2 rad). Stronger pump flu-
ence should disrupt the stripe phase to a greater degree,
so the initial amplitudes are chosen to be suppressed more
(|ρ(0)| = 0.6ρ0 and |S(0)| = 0.7S0). The ratio of phases
is chosen as θ(0) = 0.9 rad and φ(0) = 0.2 rad, differ-
ing from the equilibrium ratio by a factor of two to test
the effect of significant phase disorganization. Finally, in
order to simulate the temporal experimental resolution,
the calculated Bragg intensity time traces are convolved
with a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 1.69 arbi-
trary time units (value chosen to agree qualitatively with
experiment).
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FIG. 3: The normalized squared amplitude time traces for
charge order in the coupled (solid blue line) and uncoupled
(dashed blue line) cases, and for spin order in the coupled
(solid red line) and uncoupled (dashed red line) cases. The
inset shows the initial recovery time scales (in arbitrary units)
for different coupling strengths, with λ normalized such that
λ = 1 is strong coupling.
The time scales associated with amplitude recovery
can be extracted by fitting the calculated Bragg inten-
sity curves with an exponential. As discussed already, a
priori the non-interacting time scales are expected to be
intrinsically different. In the uncoupled model (λ = 0),
unless the parameters are very carefully tuned, the re-
covery time scales are different, as illustrated in Fig. 3
(inset). However, as soon as the order parameters are
coupled, any nonzero value of the coupling constant λ will
begin to bring the time scales together. As the coupling
strength is increased, the time scales approach each other
more closely until the two orders lock to each other. Im-
portantly, once locked, they do not separate again with
a further increase in coupling. Fig. 3 also shows that
the amplitudes rapidly recover to their equilibrium val-
ues within the time window studied, implying that the
phases govern the longer time recovery, which is expected
from physical arguments as discussed above.
This phase relaxation is shown in the inset of Fig. 4
for the strong pump fluence case (the weak pump flu-
ence case behaves similarly). Due to the coupling term
in the free energy that is proportional to cos (2φ− θ), fi-
nite coupling quickly locks the phases together such that
2φ − θ = 2pin, with integer n. The n = 0 case is most
likely, since n > 1 requires larger effective phases and
hence higher energy phason modes. This behavior can
be seen in the time evolution of the effective charge and
spin orders: although the ratio of initial phases is very
different from its equilibrium ratio, coupling quickly locks
the charge and spin orders into a 2 : 1 relationship, after
which they slowly relax back to equilibrium together.
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FIG. 4: The calculated Bragg intensity time traces for charge
order (blue), vector spin order (red), and scalar spin order
(green), illustrating the effect of the geometric scattering fac-
tor on spin metastability. The inset shows that the phases of
charge and spin order lock together rapidly in a 2 : 1 ratio
before relaxing slowly to equilibrium together, demonstrating
the need for physics beyond phase evolution to describe the
spin metastability.
However, since this locking process occurs on a shorter
time scale than that of the spin metastability, phase re-
covery alone cannot account for the suppression of the
Bragg intensity observed in experiments. Hence spin or-
der’s orientation must affect the measured intensity on
long time scales. The spin-orbit coupling in the nicke-
lates is weak,42 so its effect is to pick an easy axis, in-
dicating the smallness of the associated energy scale and
hence the slowness of the corresponding time scale, which
is the longest in the system. This effect from spin order’s
vectorial nature strongly affects recovery of the Bragg in-
tensity via the experimental scattering geometry factor
G. Because the spin order re-orientation is the longest
time scale in the system, it can be assumed to remain
constant during times of interest. A weak pump pulse
alters spin order direction less than a strong pump pulse,
so we take G = 0.94 in the former case and G = 0.85
in the latter. The calculated Bragg intensities of charge
and spin order for vector and scalar spin order demon-
strate that spin re-orientation is what gives rise to the
7spin metastability (see Fig. 4). (The model shows quali-
tatively similar behavior for other values of the geomet-
rical scattering factor; these specific values were chosen
to give qualitatively similar results as the experiment.)
We stress that the inclusion of this term has no effect on
the amplitude and phase dynamics; its only effect is on
the Bragg intensity.
FIG. 5: Bragg intensity time traces for charge (blue) and
spin (red) order calculated from theory for two different pump
strengths a) compared to experiment b). The experimental
data for spin order were taken with an excitation density of
38 J/cm2, whereas the excitation density for the charge order
measurements was 29 J/cm2. The inset in a) shows the lock-
ing of the initial recovery time scales in the weak pump pulse
case as coupling between the orders increases.
Finally, all these considerations can be incorporated
to show simulated Bragg intensity time evolution in the
cases of weak and strong pump fluence. Figure 5 demon-
strates the qualitative similarity of the simulated time
traces (Fig. 5a) for both sets of initial conditions (when
coupling between charge order and spin order is finite) to
the experimental time traces (Fig. 5b). As discussed al-
ready, coupling between charge and spin order locks their
faster, initial recovery dynamics together. This overlap
can be seen from Fig. 5a, but a two-time fit is also per-
formed on the simulated Bragg intensity time traces to
extract the time scales. For the weak pump pulse case,
these are plotted in the inset to show the effect of increas-
ing coupling strength. On longer times, the recovery of
both orders slows down as the phase recovers, and spin
order reaches a metastable state due to the long time
scale of spin re-orientation.
At a glance, there appears to be five distinct time
scales in the system: two for the order parameters’ am-
plitudes, two for the effective phases, and one for the
vector re-orientation of spin order. However, coupling
between charge and spin order locks together the am-
plitude dynamics, and also the phase dynamics, reduc-
ing the number of time scales to the three seen in ex-
periment. Thus, the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
model describes the full temporal dynamics of the pump-
probe experiment and elucidates the role of amplitude
and phase fluctuations, as well as of spin re-orientation,
in the recovery process.
As a note, the qualitative behavior of the model is rel-
atively insensitive to parameter choice (as long as they
satisfy the conditions of thermal equilibrium). For exam-
ple, decreasing rρ and rs each by a factor of 10 will change
the initial recovery time scales for both the charge and
spin order Bragg intensities, but they remain locked to
each other as long as coupling strength is finite. Chang-
ing the ratio of amplitude damping factors by 10 and
increasing the coupling strength leads to similar conclu-
sions. In addition, varying the phase damping factors
alters the rate at which the Bragg intensities recover at
longer times, but does not affect the locking of the initial
recovery. This robustness demonstrates that the obser-
vation of finite coupling driving the amplitude recovery
time scales together is not specific to a particular param-
eter set, but rather is a general property of this model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model qualita-
tively captures the time evolution of coupled, collinear
charge and spin order parameters in response to a pump
pulse that melts the equilibrium stripe order. With the
appropriate choice of parameters, it shows that on short
time scales, the stability of the order parameters is deter-
mined by the amplitude fluctuations, whereas on longer
time scales, phase fluctuations dominate. Interestingly,
despite being melted by the pump pulse, the charge and
spin order parameter dynamics do not decouple even out
of equilibrium: instead, they are governed by the joined
time scales determined by the choice of parameters.
This result is surprising, given the significant difference
in characteristic energy scales and hence the intuitively
expected time scales between charge and spin. It can be
reconciled by studying the effect of coupling between the
order parameters, which exists even out of equilibrium
and is what locks the recovery dynamics together. Be-
cause coupling acts on a macroscopic scale to intertwine
the time scales, it does not affect the intrinsic microscopic
8energy scales.
Additionally, the model incorporates the effect of scat-
tering geometry on the measured Bragg diffraction in-
tensity, showing that on long time scales, spin order re-
covery is dominated by a slow spin re-orientation pro-
cess that can mask the spin phase time scale and lead
to the observed spin metastability. Thus finite coupling
between charge and spin order explains the reduction of
five distinct expected time scales (two for the amplitude
recovery, two for phase recovery, and one for spin re-
orientation) to the three observed in experiment.
The time-resolved pump-probe experiments have
demonstrated the need for a new way of thinking about
collective many-body dynamics. In systems such as the
strongly correlated transition-metal oxides, studying the
charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom sep-
arately is insufficient to capture their behavior. Instead,
strong interactions between the different degrees of free-
dom necessitate treating them on equal footing in the
theoretical framework, and studying the dynamics of cou-
pled orders rather than individual ones. Though we
have applied it specifically to La1.75Sr0.25NiO4, the phe-
nomenological Ginzburg-Landau model provides a gen-
eral way of understanding the effect of strong coupling in
striped, collinear systems. In fact, with the appropriate
definition of order parameters, the approach can be gen-
eralized to describe the time dynamics of systems with
any coupled, symmetry-broken states, such as density
waves, two-band superconductivity, and two-component
superfluidity.
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